National Campaign : "Is the US an ally of Japan ?
We ask apologizes from the US Headquarter of Marines for a "US marine outrage""
Christian Pose

11/24/13
U.S. Embassy in Japan
Caroline Kennedy, U.S. Ambassador,
1-10-5 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo JAPAN 107-8420

"The water flows on, but the river remains..."
Caroline Kennedy, 50th anniversary of Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream" speech (Washington)
"Tant que les rivières couleront et que grandiront les chênes nous vous garantissons que ce pays sera le vôtre et
qu'aucun blanc ne sera autorisé à s'installer près de vous..."
John Eaton, Secrétaire à la Guerre du Président Jackson, allocution destinée à une délégation d'indiens Cherokees
(1829)

Object:
National Campaign : "Is the US an ally of Japan ? We ask apologizes from the US Headquarter of Marines for a
"US marine outrage""
Here is a letter about a national campaign against US marine outrage in Iwakuni, campaign that "No More US Marine
OUTRAGE" groups in Japan and I (french writer living in Japan, Ibaraki) lead all over the country against US marines
at Iwakuni base.

Dear Ambassador Caroline Kennedy,
We ("No More US Marine OUTRAGE" groups in Japan) ask apologizes from the US Headquarter of Marines for a "US
marine outrage".
A legendary action with the "Simon Wiesenthal Center (SWC) Statement on Marine SS Flag Outrage" had been
engaged.
SWC obtained apologizes from Grl Amos now printed on SWC's website : "A Statement from the Commandant of the
Marine Corps General James F. Amos"
Living in Japan we are very shocking about the web propaganda of the US Marine based in Iwakuni, Yamaguchi, this
message concerns : "military Operations Security or OPSEC of the Marine Corps Air Station based in Iwakuni" (2013).
This military OPSEC call civil families of US Marines in Japan to consider any japanese as an "ennemy", a "terrorist"
or a "spy" or all Japaneses as "US adversaries" : "the ennemy is listening. He wants to know what you know. Keep it to
yourself !"
This military order and his logo were designed during WWII in 1942 during the Shoah/Holocaust period, to fight
nazis, fascits, imperialists in the world. This propaganda shows that today the jewish martyrdom, the atomization of
Hiroshima and Nagazaki and the death of millions in Asia and in the world have been forgotten.

US marine propaganda tell us again:
"1. Be alert
Foreign governments and organizations can collect significant amounts of useful information by using spies. A
foreign agent may use a variety of approaches to befriend someone and get sensitive information. This sensitive
information can be critical to the success of a terrorist or spy, and consequently deadly to Americans.

"2. Be careful
There may be times when your spouse cannot talk about the specifics of his or her job. It is very important to conceal
and protect certain information such as flight schedules, ship movements, temporary duty locations and installation
activities, just to name a few. Something as simple as a phone discussion concerning where your spouse is going on
temporary duty or deploying to can be very useful to U.S. adversaries..."
Climate of conspiracy is always living in US Marine bases in Japan. US Marine has forgotten that the WWII was over.
This US military propaganda, again, try to kill virtue of the global peace, try to kill memory of the Shoah, but also
memory of Hiroshima and Nagazaki, memory of millions killed in the world, in Asia and in Pacific, fighters and
innocents.
Japan democracy, after Fukushima nuclear drama (2011), must be saved and not destroyed. Japan is no more Hiro Hito
Empire at War. American and Japanese governments declare today America and Japan are friends (you did it)... and
friends of Israel.
As you see US marine propaganda is unacceptable because japaneses, people, are not "terrorists", "spies", "ennemies"
or "US adversaries".
SWC obtained apologizes from the Commandant of the Marine Corps General James F Amos for "Marine SS Flag
Outrage".
Thanks to democrats, thanks to you, Dear Ambassador Kennedy, and thanks to the SWC, the World Campaign Against
Digital Terrorism, Hate and Nazism, we hope to obtain apologizes from the same US Headquarter of Marines for the
same "US marine outrage".
Best regards
Christian Pose
for "No More US Marine OUTRAGE" groups in Japan

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Copies to :
Grl. James F. Amos, Cdt. of the Marine Corps, Pentagon, Whashington (USA), the Marine Corps Air Station of Iwakuni, Yamaguchi
(Japan), Col. Robert V. Boucher (Commanding officer), Lt Col. Thomas A. Wagoner (Station Judge Advocate),
Caroline Kennedy, US Ambassador in Japan, Simon Wiesenthal Center (USA), Ramsey Clark (USA), DemocracyNow (USA)
Documents
1Simon Wiesenthal Center Statement on Marine SS Flag Outrage
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=4441467&ct=11624277
2A Statement from the Commandant of the Marine Corps General James F. Amos
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=7929811&ct=11625473
3Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni, Japan
"The ennemy is listening. He wants to know what you know. Keep it to yourself."
http://www.mcasiwakuni.marines.mil/UnitHome/OPSEC.aspx
4Be alert : "Foreign governments and organizations can collect significant amounts of useful information by using spies. A foreign
agent may use a variety of approaches to befriend someone and get sensitive information. This sensitive information can be critical
to the success of a terrorist or spy, and consequently deadly to Americans...."
Be careful : "There may be times when your spouse cannot talk about the specifics of his or her job. It is very important to conceal
and protect certain information such as flight schedules, ship movements, temporary duty locations and installation activities, just to
name a few. Something as simple as a phone discussion concerning where your spouse is going on temporary duty or deploying to
can be very useful to U.S. adversaries."
Protecting critical information : Even though this information may not be secret, it is what the Department of Defense calls "critical
information."
Critical information deals with specific facts about military intentions, capabilities, operations or activities. If an adversary knew this
detailed information, U.S. mission accomplishment and personnel safety could be jeopardized. It must be protected to ensure an

adversary doesn't gain a significant advantage. By being a member of the military family, you will often know some bits of critical
information. Do not discuss them outside of your immediate family and especially not over the telephone.
http://www.mcasiwakuni.marines.mil/UnitHome/OPSEC/WhatCanYouDo.aspx
5US Representatives Royce and Engel Speak at Release of Simon Wiesenthal Center’s 2013 Digital Terrorism and Hate Report
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=8486393&ct=13128625
6Recently friends of US Public Citizen send us informations about a leak from the New York Times (NYT) : "U.S. Trade
Representative Asked NSA for Spying Help,..."
"Organizations working to influence U.S. trade policy are seeking assurances that they are not being spied on by the National
Security Agency (NSA) or other national security agencies. In a letter sent today to NSA Director Keith Alexander and U.S. Trade
Representative Michael Froman, more than three dozen advocacy organizations seek assurances that “their operations are not under
surveillance by U.S. government agencies.”
"The letter follows a Nov. 3 revelation by The New York Times that wide-reaching efforts by the NSA to collect data are driven in part
by the agency’s “customers” – a range of other government agencies that includes the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
(USTR), the Times report said.
http://www.citizen.org/pressroom/pressroomredirect.cfm?ID=4016
- No Morsel Too Minuscule for All-Consuming N.S.A. by Scott Shane (2/11/13)
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/03/world/no-morsel-too-minuscule-for-all-consuming-nsa.html?_r=0
7We (activists in Japan) know that The TPP, is the foundation of the Obama Administration’s economic policy in the Asia-Pacific
Region and that U.S. stakeholders’ submissions to the USTR on Japan's application to join the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP)
negotiations suggest that Japan would be better off by adopting U.S. regulatory systems and rules.
We know that "if Japan were to adapt its regulatory systems to North American business needs no doubt trade and investment flows
would increase...",
In the same week (nov-11/15-2013), USTR urge Japan on the narrow path of the "americanization of Japan" : "The US Trade
Representative (USTR) is urging Japan to make a decision on scrapping agricultural tariffs and other barriers to help conclude the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) free trade talks...".
We think that NSA and USTR - tools of Obama's administration - and Obama's administration refused to play the public rules of the
negotiations between US and Japan about TPP. US Congress write your legislation on this topic.
Recently WikiLeaks has published the "secret text" of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Critics say the deal could rewrite U.S.
laws on intellectual property rights, product safety and environmental regulations...
President Obama and U.S. Trade Representative Michael Froman reportedly wish to finalize the TPP by the end of the year and are
"pushing" Congress to expedite legislation that grants the president something called "fast-track authority".
However "Some 151 House Democrats and 23 Republicans wrote letters to the administration saying they are unwilling to give the
president free rein to "diplomatically legislate..." (DemocracyNow.org)
NSA and CIA are spy organizations and are not an "open government". TPP is from the very beginning under the pledge of secrecy.
We find it morally repugnant and outrageous that the U.S. negotiators be pushing Big Business's agenda in Japan and in the world from Disney to derivatives to subprimes to banksters to nuclear power plants -, to raise price of life, to challenge wars, secret wars,
and climate of perpetual conspiracy.
http://www.democracynow.org/2013/11/14/tpp_exposed_wikileaks_publishes_secret_trade
8Ramsey Clark, former US Attorney General under President Lyndon B. Johnson and International Action Center (IAC) support our
action : "Is the US an ally of Japan ? We ask apologizes from the US Headquarter of Marines for a "US marine outrage""
"Solidarity from the IAC to your efforts to expose and protest US imperialism & it's Marines not respecting the Japanese
people..." (Posted by IAC, 16/8/13)

